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Details of Child: Ebony Beringer

Family Name Beringer Given Names Ebony

Actual DOB 19-Jun-2019 Gender Female

Ethnicity Black British Primary Language English

Home Address 4 Park Road
Longhoughton
Alnwick
Northumberland
NE63 3JH

Telephone  

Mobile  

Case Number 349316

Secondary Home Address   Temporary Address  

Details of Child: Jack Beringer

Family Name Beringer Given Names Jack

Actual DOB 08-Feb-2018 Gender Male

Ethnicity Black British Primary Language English

Home Address 4 Park Road
Longhoughton
Alnwick
Northumberland
NE63 3JH

Telephone  

Mobile  

Case Number 349317

Secondary Home Address   Temporary Address  

Record of Strategy Discussion



Strategy Discussion Details

Strategy Discussion Date 25-Feb-2021

Reason for Strategy Discussion What has happened that means a strategy discussion is needed? be behaviourally specific, what have you seen, heard or been told about the worries or harm
to a child.

Attendees  

Apologies  

Family and Network Details

Who does the child say is the most important person in their life? This is where we first start to think about the genogram and building the network. This information should have been started at the referral stage.

The Signs of Safety Tools that can help gather the network information include: Safety Circles, network finding matrix, Three Houses

Who do the parents say are the people around them that help and
support them?

This will also help to develop the genogram and network, who are the people who help parents and what do they do that is helpful.

Who are the most important professionals involved with the child
and family?

Who is in the professional network and what do they do that is most helpful.

Please select the genogram for the Child/ren and Family

Ebony Beringer

Jack Beringer

Worries and What's Working Well

Brief summary of the incidents or information that have led to this
meeting

This is where the detail starts for the first column of the mapping. We need to get as much detail as possible about the behaviour of the adult or the
teenager/child that is causing the worry or harm. What is the reason for the meeting? what are the concerns for the child's safety. Avoid generalised terms such
as domestic abuse or emotional harm, what is the detail of what has happened.

What has got us to this point?

What was the first event in the family's life that brought Children's
Services involvement with the family and what was the impact of
that on the child?

The Signs of Safety Tools that can help gather the information to analyse what is worrying and what is working well include the Harm Matrix, the
Mapping Tool, the Three Houses Mapping tool for children. If needed the harm matrix opens below through the hyperlink. Any information about the
PAST HARM can be detailed in the harm matrix even if you can only complete a small number of the boxes. 

This information needs to include a description of what the first incident of the worrying adult/adolescent behaviour was, how bad/severe that behaviour got and
how we know that it hurt or frightened the child/young person. This will not be a sentence that describes the date a CCN or referral was received.

What was the worst event in the family’s life that brought
Children's Services involvement, and what was the Impact on the
child?

This information needs to include a description of what the worst incident of the worrying adult/adolescent behaviour was, how bad/severe that behaviour got
and how we know that it hurt or frightened the child/young person. This will not be a sentence that describes the date a CCN or referral was received.



What was the most recent event in the family's life (if different) that
brought Children's Services involvement with the family and what
was the impact of that on the child?

This information needs to include a description of what the most incident of the worrying adult/adolescent behaviour was, how bad/severe that behaviour got
and how we know that it hurt or frightened the child/young person. This will not be a sentence that describes the date a CCN or referral was received.

What are we worried about?

Harm This is where information shared by the family and professionals in the meeting is captured about any worries or times when the plan has not worked and the
child has not been safe or may have been harmed. Dig into the detail and ask the questions, so what? how has what happened hurt or frightened the
child? This should not be a list of events but an analysis of what has happened and why it is harmful.

Complicating Factors What are the things that are happening in parents or the child's life that make the problems harder to deal with? how do these issues make the
problems harder to deal with?

What is working well?

Existing Strengths What are all the things that help the child feel happy or safe or to grow up well, what are all the ideas that the family or network have for increasing safety for the
child. Dig into the details and ask the questions, so what? how does the information add to the safety or wellbeing of the child? This is not a list of
meaningless information, it needs to be linked to increasing safety or wellbeing

Existing Safety Safety is strengths proved over time, what have the family or network done when the danger is happening to keep the child safe or stop them from
being hurt? have these been tested over a period of time? What are the times in the past when the danger has happened and someone has done
something to make sure that the child was safe or not harmed?

Analysis and Judgement

Danger Statement 1

  Danger Statement 1 Safety Goal 1

In the strategy meeting there should be a draft danger statement, this will be finalised at the next
review point (ICPC, RCPC, CIN review, TAF) If the meeting is being held due to a new worry then
the new danger statement should be created. 

The worry/danger statement should detail who is worried, what are they worried about and what
will happen if nothing changes.

The wellbeing/safety goal should detail what you need to see to close the case, what will the family and network be
doing to increase wellbeing or safety for the child. This is WHAT needs to change, the details of how should be left to
the family as much as possible in the safety planning stage.

Scaling Question 1 The Scaling Question is matched to the paired Danger Statement and Safety Goal, and helps to analyse and measure the amount of safety or danger
in relation to the worrying adult behaviour.

Individual's Scale

Individuals Name and
Role

Scale for Danger Statement &
Safety Goal 1

Reason
What are the things that need to happen to make things better for the child (What
could improve things by 1?)

    The work for the meeting is in this section, the scale should be updated and
the reasons why recorded

Any actions should be added to the next section in planning

Does there need to be another Danger Statement?  

Overall Progress and Safety Scale

On a scale of 0 to 10 where 10 means you as a professional are confident the child/young person will be kept safe even when problems happen and the danger is present and children’s services can close the case and 0 means
no one knows how the child will be kept safe when the problems happen and the situation becomes dangerous for the child, where do you rate this situation today?

Overall Progress and Safety Scale   Rating

Current Value  

Reasons for overall scaling The overall scale for the meeting should be completed at the end. The score will be for each individual and is not an average.

Decisions and Further Actions



Suggested Outcomes  Start Section 47 Enquiries (starts C&F Assessment if not active)
 Start C & F Assessment
 Disciplinary Procedure
 Police Investigation

 Arrange follow-up strategy discussion
 Referral to Other Agency
 No Further Action

Will this be a Joint or Single Agency Section 47 Enquiry? Single

Immediate actions to keep the child safe

Action
When and where will it
happen?

Who's
responsible?

Purpose and Planning

Who will see the child alone     Preparation for interviewing the child should be included here so that the worker can prepare best questions and plan how many sessions will
be needed to talk to the child using the tools (M3H, Safety house)

Is CP medical examination required?      

Is an achieving best evidence
interview required?

     

Immediate safety planning with
family

    Is an immediate safety plan needed? if yes then consider a rapid network meeting and rapid 4 frame words and pictures to explain
the immediate safety plan.

Bottom Lines

Professional bottom lines are the minimum that must happen and
cannot be compromised on for the safety plan to work.

Bottom lines are the things that have to happen and there are likely consequences if not followed. The things that absolutely have to happen, they
will often include that there will be a network and that an explanation for the child will be developed where a safety/wellbeing plan is needed. These
should be kept to a minimum to give the family the best opportunity to come up with their own ideas of HOW to meet the safety/wellbeing
goals. These will vary from case to case, and it might help both social worker and supervisor discussing this clearly in a case discussion or
supervision session.

Additional Comments

Any other comments and/or decisions.  

Authorisation

Name of Authoriser Mel Atkins

Authorisation Date 25-Feb-2021

Date record of discussion circulated 25-Feb-2021


